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ABSTR
RACT: Networrk-on-Chip (NooC or NOC) iss an approach towards desiggning the comm
munication systtem
betweenn cores in a Sysstem-on-a-Chip
ip (SOC). In this paper a new
w routing algorrithm has been proposed for two
t
dimensiional grid NoC
C which finds the shortest paath between thhe source and destination coore in a NoC and
a
also findds the most suitable path in case
c
a node duuring the data transmission fails.
fa Traditionaally bus structuure
was useed as a solution
n of interconneection betweenn different corees. Because off the advancem
ments in processor
technoloogies, more co
ores are being placed on a SOC.
S
Bus struccture is narrow
w which does not allow flow
w of
high traaffic and causses delay in data
d
traffic. Inn NoC the buus structure haas been ruledd out by netwoork
topologgies which are similar to the Internet and communication
c
n happens betw
ween each corre by transmittting
packetizzed data over the
t network. Siimilar to the network of compputers, a NoC contains devicces like cores and
a
traces which
w
uses the network to com
mmunicate andd traces are ussed to connect core with otheer cores and othher
devices in a NoC. Thee most essential thing in the designing
d
of a NoC
N is the routing algorithm and the topoloogy
of the network. Cores route the data traffic accordding to the routting algorithm they are using.. There are maany
routing algorithms an
nd network topologies which are used accoording to the reequirement. This
Th paper focuuses
on compparison of all the
t state of the art routing alggorithms with each
e
other andd our new propposed algorithm
m.
Keywords: Roouting topologiees, routing algoorithms, networkk-on-chip.

1.
1
INTRO
ODUCTION
N
Network-on-Ch
hip is the latesst procedure [44] adopted for the
d
design
for Sysstem-on-Chips because of it
i two propertties
“
“composability
y” and “linearr effort” [5]. Because of the
a
advancements
i nanotechnollogy, the integrration of differrent
in
2. on
s
systems
on a SO
OC is increasin
ng. Large num
mber of devices
a same chip is resulting in a very high dataa traffic in a very
v
s
small
space. The
T traditional bus structure which generaally
h the ability to
has
t transmit 8 bits
b has failed to take the loadd of
s
such
high trafffic and started to cause delaays and data looss.
A
Apart
from thhe physical lim
mitations a siignificant rolee is
p
played
by the routing
r
algoritthm on the nettwork operatioons,
f data transm
for
mission every effort is madde to reduce the
d
distance
betweeen the source node
n
and the deestination nodee.

Figuree 1A two dimeensional grid network
n
In a NoC differrent devices haave different fuunctionalities,
thhus different roouting algorith
hms are used acccording to thee
r
requirement
of the system.
In NoC there are
a some requiirements in thee implementattion
thhat every netw
work has to meet.
m
In termss of performannce
r
requirement
reeliable throug
ghput, minimuum latency and
a

multiplee path diverssion [12] are required. In terms of
architecctural requirem
ments program
mmability and generality
are requuired. The trafffic in NoC nettwork can be categorized
c
into tw
wo types, "Beest Effort Traffic" and "G
Guaranteed
Throughhput Traffic" [12].
Routingg in Network on Chip
Routingg of packets onn network of computers is quuite similar
to the roouting in NoC
C. The routing algorithm
a
deteermines the
path off data transmisssion from souurce to destinnation. The
routing algorithm is fuurther divided into two categoories.
1. Oblivious Roouting
2. Adaptive Rouuting
For thiss paper I havee used determ
ministic oblivioous routing
which changes its path
p
during run
r
time if it finds a
connecttion break betw
ween any twoo nodes in the path from
source to
t destination.
Networrk Topologies
Networrk topologiess represent the connecction and
arrangementof cores/rrouters in a network. Theree are many
typesoff network topologies exist but the mostt common
topologgiesthat are ussed in NoC are
a mesh, ringg and star
topologgies. Forthese experiments
e
a 4×4 mesh neetwork was
simulateed asshown in figure 1 havinng 16 nodes/coores/routers
in it.
T
Mesh Topology
Mesh toopology or com
mmon known has
h Manhattan Street
Topologgy [10] is ann m row and n column meesh shaped
networkk. The cores/roouters are situatted at the interrsections of
traces. Address
A
of eacch core can be easily
e
defined using their
x and y coordinates inn the network [12]. A figure of a MSN
is show
wn in figure 1.
Advanttages
• Asssign line confiiguration of noodes allows ideentification
andd isolation of faults
fa
easily.
• Meessage is not broadcasted
b
to the whole struucture like
in bus and is only
o
intendedd for the reciipient thus
enssuring privacy and security off data.

•

If a link between
b
two cores/routers
c
i broken it only
is
effects the communicatio
on of only those two cores.
D
Disadvantages
s
• If the netw
work area is big then makingg a mesh netwoork
is quite exppensive.
R
Ring
Topologyy
R
Ring
topology is form of network
n
topoloogy which takkes
a
aform
of a rinng. In this topo
ology every node is conneccted
w
withexactly
2 other
o
nodes, on
ne at the left annd the other onee at
thheright thus making a continuous path for data
d
trransmissionfroom node to node. A ring toppology networkk is
s
shown
infigure 2.

Figure 2 A ring topology

Advantages
A
•
Performannce is better than bus structurre.
•
Every nodde has the opp
portunity to traansmit the dataa as
the netwoork is in order.
•
No centraal node is requiired to monitorr the network like
l
used in staar topology.
D
Disadvantages
s
•
If the linkk between any two nodes is broken,
b
compllete
network crashes.
c
•
Increase in the num
mber of nodees increases the
communiccation delay.
S
Star
Topologyy
S
Star
topology is form of neetwork topologgy which takes a
f
form
of a star. In this topolog
gy every node is
i connected with
w
a central node which
w
means th
hat the central node is behavving
a a master soo if any comm
as
munication bettween two noddes
h
happen.
It alwaays passes throu
ugh the masterr node.

Figure 3 A star topology
Advantages
A
•
Performannce is better than bus structurre [3].

•

Evvery transmisssion maximum
m passes from
m only 3
noodes "source, master
m
and desttination".
•
Faast data transm
mission.
•
Eaasy fault and errror detection.
•
Adddition of new nodes is easy.
•
If any link betw
ween a node annd the master breaks,
b
the
whhole network doesn’t
d
crash.
Disadvantages
•
If the master fails completee network crashhes.
3.
Routing Alggorithm
f
in any network,
n
whetther it is a
The moost important factor
networkk of computerss or NoC is thhe routing algoorithm that
decides the path of the data transsmission from source to
destinattion. In netwoorks there aree two types of routing
algorithhms.
•
Oblivious Roouting
Adaptive Rouuting
•
Oblivioous Routing
Oblivioous routing inttroduced by [13]
[
has no innformation
about thhe status of thhe network likke whether anyy links are
broken or there is anyy congestion in the network. The
T path of
the traansmission is decided by the nodes/roouters [3].
Minimaal turn routingg [1] is considdered to be thhe simplest
routing algorithm whhich tries to route the paccket using
minimaal turns.
Adaptivve Routing
In adapptive routing, every node/rrouter is awaare of the
conditioon of the network
n
suchh as traffic condition,
congesttion and adoppt the routing path accordinngly. This
happenss to avoid fauult tolerance annd traffic conggestion [2]
which means that some
s
routing algorithm miisroute the
traffic from
f
the destinnation to avoidd high traffic. In case of
low traaffic, the adapttive algorithm
m should ideallly find the
shortestt route to destinnation [11].
4.
Network Floow Control
Networrk flow control which is also called routing mode [12]
decides how packets travel
t
inside a network. Flow
w control is
not deppendent on the routing algoorithm but maany of the
routing algorithms arre designed too use some giiven mode
[12]. Some
S
of the network
n
flow control algorrithms are
briefly described
d
below.
Store and
a Forward
Store annd forward paccket switchingg [7] is the sim
mplest form
of the routing
r
mode. Data as we knnow is transmiitted in the
form off packet is com
mpletely stored in the buffer of
o the node
which means
m
that unlless the wholee packet is arriived in the
current node from the
t
previous node, it willl not start
transmitting the packeet to the next node,
n
so for thhis purpose
the sizee of the buffer of the node shhould be large enough to
hold thhe largest paccket in the network.
n
Delaays in the
transmission occurs because
b
of recceiving the whhole packet
before transmitting
t
it.. A store and forward
f
switchhing can be
seen in figure 4
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Figure 4 Store and forward switching

Virtual Cut Through
The cut through switching [6] is quite similar to the message
switching but the only difference is that it starts to transmit
the data when the head of the packet arrives at the
intermediate node. The node starts to transmit data as soon
as the succeeding node allows to transmit. It is quite similar
to the store and forward as this method requires same
amount of memory as store and forward requires but the
latency is low here. A virtual cut through can be seen in
figure 5.

Figure 5Virtual Cut Through Switching

Wormhole
In wormhole [15] switching packets are divided into equal
size. "A first flit of a packet is routed similarly as packets in
the virtual cut-through routing. After first flit the route is
reserved to route the remaining flits of the packet. This route
is called wormhole" [12]. The advantage of wormhole
switching is that it requires far less memory for the buffer
than the other two stated. The other advantage of the
wormhole switching is that the latency time is much less
than cut through and store and forward as data transmission
starts without waiting for the whole packet. A wormhole can
be seen in figure 6
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Figure 6Wormhole Switching

.Problems in Routing
Problems begin to appear in the network when the traffic in
the network starts to block because of high data rate.
Solution of this problem is to try again when the amount of
traffic in the network decreases. This happens usually when
oblivious routing is used when nodes are unaware of the
network traffic condition. Common problems that happen in
both oblivious and adaptive routing are deadlock, livelock
and starvation [9].
Deadlock
Deadlock in the network happens when two packets wait for
each other to move ahead in the network this happens
because both packets are reserving some resources and they
are waiting for each other’s resources to get free as in
network nodes does not free the previous resource until they
get a new resource. Deadlocks block the communication
thus may lead to the failure of the network.
Solutions of deadlock are provided in [8] and [14] uses
minimal turn routing in irregular topologies but these
methods have to be used during the construction of the
network. For regular topologies deadlock can be avoided by
making restriction on the routing function.
Livelock
Livelock happens in the network when the packet keeps
wondering into the network without reaching the destination
ever. This usually happens when the path given by the
routing algorithm is not usually the shortest path.
Starvation
Sometimes during the transmission of the data on the
network, packets are assign priorities, Starvation occurs
when low priority packets never reach their destination. This
can be avoided by allocating some portion of bandwidth for
low priority packets.
5.
Methodology
For this paper 3 network topologies were implemented and
experiments were performed to measure the performance of
each network topology given a certain number of nodes in a
network.
The topologies that are implemented in this project are
1. Star
2. Ring
3. Grid
The routing mode that was implemented for the network
flow control is store and forward and the assumption made
that throughput is guaranteed unless the packet goes in the
state of livelock or deadlock. The routing algorithm that is

chosen for this paper is oblivious routing algorithm as the
nodes are unaware of the state of the network.
Minimal Path Routing Algorithm
The new routing algorithm which is proposed in this paper is
described in this section. An assumption has been made that
every node in the grid is assigned a self-index which is
different from the index of the node in the gridi.e. node that
have the grid index [0,0] has self-index of 1 similarly if the
node having grid index of [3,3] has self-index of 16. This is
done because self-index can tell how linearly far the
destination node is from the source node. Every node also
maintains the self-index of its neighbouring nodes.
Algorithm
Repeat
• Check neighbours.
• Subtract the self-index of all neighbours from the selfindex of destination.
• Find the neighbour with minimum self-index
subtractionanswer, move data to its buffer
Until
This algorithm not only gives the shortest path from sourceto
destination but also it gives the minimum turn path.
Moreoverthis algorithm can change the path during runtime
if it finds that the link between two nodes is broken or the
bufferof the neighbouring node does not have sufficient
space inbuffer
The drawback of this algorithm is that packet does not pass
through the node once it has passed from, so if the packet
reaches at a node and finds that the path between the next
nodes is broken then it cannot go back to the previous node
to find an alternate path.
6.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Shortest Path Test
First experiment that was performed was to verify the claim
of the finding the shortest path in a grid through proposed
routing algorithm. The results can be seen in table 1.
The assumption that was made during the experiment was
that no link in between any node is broken and buffers are
empty. The table is explained as "Source" means the selfindex of the source node, "Destination" means the self-index
of the destination node and "Nodes" means the number of
nodes a packet has travelled to reach the destination, the
source and destination nodes are also included into the
outcome.
Table 1 Shortest paths for mesh network
Source
1
1
1
1
16

Destination
4
5
16
16
2

Nodes
4
2
7
9
6

Shortest path
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Rerouting
In networks mostly happens that when a packet moving from
source to destination, a link is broken between two nodes in
the way, so the nodes has to re-route the packet so that it can
reach the destination keeping the minimal path. This
experiments shows that the algorithm that is explained
before has the ability to re-route or not. The results from

Table 1 are used to draw new results that are shown in Table
2. In this experiment a grid of 4 × 4 is used.
Table 2Shortest Paths for Mesh Network with Broken Links
Source

Destination

Previous Path

1
1
2
4

15
5
15
5

1,5,9,13,14,15
1,5
2,6,10,14,15
4,3,2,1,5

Broken
Links
5,9
1,5
6,10
3,2

New Path
1,5,6,10,14,15
1,2,6,5
2,6,7,11,15
4,3,7,6,5

From the experiments we can see that if some links between
nodes from source to destination were broken, the algorithm
rerouted the traffic to new path so that it can reach the
destination using minimal path.
Ring Vs Mesh
In this experiment ring topology is compared with mesh in
terms of node traversal i.e. in which topology data has to
travel more nodes than the other. In case of ring topology,
before transmitting data, the nodes looks on both right and
left side that from which side the destination is nearest. After
finding the direction the source node starts transmitting the
data in which the distance between the source and the
destination is minimum. In this experiment a 4 × 4 mesh has
been compared with a 16 node ring. Results of the
experiment can be seen in table 3.
Table 3 Ring Vs mesh

Source

Destination

Number of
Number of
nodes data
nodes data
travelled in
travelled in
ring
mesh
1
16
2
7
1
5
5
2
1
8
8
5
15
6
8
4
4
14
7
6
By the experiments we can conclude that usually mesh
works better than ring because packets have to travel more
in ring than in mesh.
Star Topology: 3 Node Test
In star topology, it is claimed that for every transmission a
packet has to move only to 3 nodes to reach the destination
from its source. This experiment is carried out to verify this
claim. This experiment also verifies the claim that adding
new nodes in the star network is easy and the organization of
the previous topology is not changed. The result of this
experiment can be seen in table 4.
Table 4 Star topology

Source

Destination

Master
node

Number of
nodes data
travelled
1
16
2
3
1
5
8
3
1
8
4
3
15
6
1
3
4
14
7
3
From the experiments we can see that the claim that every
packet passes only through 3 nodes is true. In ideal
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conditions when there is no congestion, star topology
performance better than mesh and ring topologies.
7.
CONCLUSION
The conclusion of this paper is that the routing topologies
and the routing algorithm used to design a network are very
much important and are requirement dependant, some
applications in which low traffic with high speed is required,
star topologies works better as packet always to 3 nodes
only. A new shortest path routing algorithm was also
introduced that takes minimal memory and resources. Some
application like gaming consoles where is high traffic, ring
topology works better similarly in applications where
broadcasting of data is not required mesh topology works
best.
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